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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the role of simulators and testbeds in the development procedure of protocols or applications for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT). We investigate the complementarity between simulation and experimentation studies by evaluating latest features available among open testbeds (e.g., energy monitoring, mobility). We show that monitoring tools and control channels of testbeds allow for identification of crucial issues (e.g., energy consumption, link quality) and we identify some opportunities to leverage those real-life obstacles. In this context, we insist on how simulations and experimentations can be efficiently and successfully coupled with each other in order to obtain reproducible scientific results, rather than sole proofs-of-concept. Indeed, we especially highlight the main characteristics of such evaluation tools that allow to run multiple instances of a same experimental setup over stable and finely controlled components of hardware and real-world environment. For our experiments, we used and evaluated the FIT IoT-LAB facility. Our results show that such open platforms, can guarantee a certain stability of hardware and environment components over time, thus, turning the unexpected failures and changing parameters into core experimental parameters and valuable inputs for enhanced performance evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT) are absorbing more and more attention from the research community due to their wide range of applications (e.g., wildlife monitoring [1], environment monitoring in coal mines [2], telemedicine [3]). Experiences through the past real-world deployments [4], [5], [6], [7] have shown that continuing directly with deployments can lead to various unexpected issues such as node failure or network disconnection. Moreover, a majority of Ad Hoc, WSN and IoT networks pose significant challenges due to the hardware limitations of sensor nodes (e.g., processor, memory or battery) or constrained environment in which the nodes are deployed (e.g., ocean, mountains). It is therefore crucial to verify the protocols at each stage of design, development and implementation, either by utilizing simulators or by employing testbeds, before having them deployed in real-world environments.

However, environments that are targeted by wireless sensor networks are often application-specific and too complex to be reproduced precisely. With replications, independent researchers may address a scientific hypothesis and construct evidence for or against it.

Simulators allow researchers to provide a proof-of-concept for new solutions in a virtual environment by avoiding time-consuming, heavyweight or expensive real-world experimentation. Furthermore, the majority of the simulation models can not capture precisely the real-world complexity [8], [7]. Our purpose is to show that this step is not sufficient to assess the consistency of a solution all the more so as low cost devices have steered researchers to enrich performance evaluation with testbeds.

On the other hand, experimental evaluation (over custom or open testbeds) exhibits potential unexpected problems (e.g., node failures, network disconnections). In addition to performing well over a given testbed, a sound in vitro deployment should however allow for reproducibility of the results. Else, such evaluations would simply lead to proofs-of-concept whose translation to real-world scenarios would not be guaranteed.

Designing and setting up a complete Ad Hoc or WSN system under realistic conditions that can support robust applications is a very complex task [9]. First, an appropriate plan of deployment is required from researchers and production system architects. Then, in order to initially confirm their concept or model, number of tools are required for validation and real-world experiments.
In wireless networks, verification of theoretical analysis is a vital step during the protocol development. Simulators and testbeds are two important and complementary design and validation tools; an ideal development process should start from the theoretical analysis of the protocol providing bounds and indication of its performance, verified and refined by simulators and finally confirmed in a testbed (see Figure 1) [10]. In the community, there are number of simulators [11] and open testbeds [12] available for researchers to perform simulation or experimental evaluation of their solutions. However, there is always a concern about the retrieved results from such tools that they may not reflect the mathematical derivations or accurate behavior.

Our investigation is based on a previous article [13], in which we studied the role of simulators and testbeds in the research process cycle, and we identified the means to strengthen their complementarity. Moreover, we exposed to what extent experimental campaigns can be efficiently conducted and provide essential values to theoretical estimations and to simulation performance. We thus explored the adding value of testbeds in the design and development of protocols for IoT networks. We here concentrate on facilities that allow to evaluate communication protocols and services along with associated methodology.

In this article, we first focus on the evaluation methodologies provided by the research community. To this aim, we analyze a large set of statistics on articles published in Ad Hoc and WSNs related top representative conferences. Since experiments on testbeds seem to have become a must
for verification of new models and protocols, we debate the meaning of a proof-of-concept, and the selection of the appropriate validation tool.

For this campaign, we focused on the FIT IoT-LAB\(^1\), a very large-scale and open experimental testbed. Thus, to bootstrap our investigation, we first perform an exhaustive radio link characterization as well as an evaluation of the connectivity under real-world conditions. More specifically, we employed various hardware (e.g., WSN430, M3) and topologies. Moreover, we evaluated the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4-2015 standard [14] in these real-world environments. We aimed at demonstrating to what extent some of the simulation setup and conditions from reality could be emulated. We describe how successful testbed experimentations could be translated into real-world deployments (e.g., exposing a precise calculation of energy consumption) as we investigate link quality and stability, density of the wireless network and usage of mobile robots. Finally, we discuss and highlight the key features of simulators and experimentation platforms.

The contributions presented in this paper are as follows:

- A thorough radio link characterization (e.g., neighborhood density, connectivity, and link quality), in order to allow researchers and engineers to identify high-quality bidirectional links and thus determine appropriate network density,

- Identification of stable links over time for providing repeatable setups, thus obtaining reproducible results,

- Introduction of mobility in IoT testbeds, ranging from the basic operations (e.g., automatic recharging, trajectory planning) to the advanced usage of such devices (e.g., handling drifts over predefined trajectories).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate our investigation by discussing the actual combined use of simulators and testbeds. Section 3 provides the detailed description with all the necessary features of the FIT IoT-LAB testbed. Section 4, presents a set of meaningful experimental campaigns that have been conducted over ICube testbed. In Section 5, we discuss and highlight the key features of simulators and experimentation. Finally, in Section 6 we provide the concluding remarks of our work and certain suggestions for future work.

\(^1\)FIT IoT-LAB - https://www.iot-lab.info/
2. Motivation

In [15], we compiled a large set of statistics on literature review of 674 articles, out of which 596 are indeed related to with Ad Hoc, WSN and IoT (see Figure 2a), published in top representative conferences that are strongly related with Ad Hoc, WSN and IoT research areas over the 2008-2013 period. More specifically, we went through all articles that have been published at the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN), ACM Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom), ACM International Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking and Computing (MobiHoc) and ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems (SenSys) conferences in order to determine the performance evaluation methodologies that researchers follow. In particular, we examine the proportion of simulation, experimental and mathematical (i.e., modeling or analysis) evaluated works.

2.1. More and more experimentations over testbeds

Our investigation demonstrates that there is a tendency for more and more researchers to rely on custom or open testbeds in order to evaluate the performance of their proposals. The percentage of simulation versus experiment-based studies (with respect to 596 studied articles) is illustrated in Figure 2b. As can be observed, while simulations and experiments used to be equally deployed until 2009, the usage of simulations is decreasing every year (except in 2011) while experimentations still remain present at a relatively stable rate. Moreover, our investigation shows that the majority (i.e., 561) of the articles include theoretical study in their solutions and only one out of five (i.e., 20.3%) articles examines all three phases of the research process cycle (i.e., analysis, simulation and experimentation), as shown on Figure 2c [15] (with respect to 596 studied papers). Finally, while half of the papers provide simulation evaluation (284), two third of them (392) verify their proposals by employing experimental evaluation.

The main reason to explain this phenomenon could be the quite low costs now induced by a testbed setup. However, running real experiments still remains time consuming (i.e., to flash, reboot and (re)load the firmware, debug and eventually to retrieve the measurements) and requires dedicated skills and knowledge. On the other hand, most of simulators provide abstraction interfaces (e.g., less low-level functions and electronic references) to hide the
(a) Number of articles per year (all conferences are considered).

(b) Total simulation versus experimentation evaluated articles.

(c) Use of Mathematics (M), Simulations (S), Experiments (E) in validation procedures.

Figure 2: Published articles in ACM/IEEE IPSN, ACM MobiCom, ACM MobiHoc and ACM SenSys from 2008 to 2013 [15].

Complexity of embedded systems programming while testbeds do not. Simulation also allows scientists to isolate different factors by tuning configurable parameters independently while experimentations lead researchers to real environments and materials with constraints that are hard to model in existing simulators. Moreover, simulation tools facilitate the obtention of all the required results and ensure efficient retrieval of exploitable information (e.g., logging operations such as printing of data and calculations) without any impact on the node functioning (e.g., energy consumption, processing time). Furthermore, each information can be associated with a precise timestamp (all nodes sharing the same clock). These features enable very detailed and accurate evaluation of any metric (e.g., one-hop delay), and allow for correlation of the data.
However, in order to enable such features, simulations have to hide the limitations and constraints imposed by actual components. For instance, most simulators provide unlimited memory and computation resources and do not take into account the probability of node failure. In this context it is often tricky for users to evaluate the realism and complexity of their contributions. Many researchers develop extensively complex and, thus, unrealistic mechanisms that might display very promising simulation results.

2.2. Bridging the gap between simulations and experimentations

Emulators such as TOSSIM [16] or COOJA [17] were designed to bridge the gap between simulation and experimentation, by remaining as close as possible to programming conditions of real embedded systems. To do so, they rely on the same code for both simulation and experimental campaigns, and thus allow users to apprehend the specificities of this field as early as at the simulation setup. However, many parameters relative to the radio environment (e.g., link properties and evolution over time, interferences) and node behavior (e.g., failure) can not be modeled accurately. Thus, even though the code complexity remains identical, the deployment conditions and ensuing effects can only be apprehended and experienced through experimentation.

However, when proceeding through testbed steps, researchers should not expect the same guarantees and validations as the ones provided by the simulators. Many parameters of any experiment remain out of control. The environmental radio activity varies due to the interpolation of external features (e.g., mobile phones, wireless devices and access points). Energy consumption depends on hardware or even weather conditions.

Moreover, setting up such facilities can be considered as difficult and time-consuming, mobilizing human resources other than researchers. Nowadays, these obstacles can be mitigated by using open testbeds that allow to gain access to real hardware and already deployed experimentation networks [12].

Furthermore, we may advocate that the most important difference between open and custom testbeds lies in the guarantees that each of them can provide. While custom experimentation platforms produce proof-of-concepts and early prototypes, open testbeds are expected to allow multiple instances of a same experimental setup, potentially by researchers other than those having deployed the testbed. Indeed, regarding simulations, any researcher can use a given simulator to test a proposed solution with a given simulation setup. If similar results can be obtained by anyone having access to the same
simulator, with the same proposed solution and the same complete simulation setup, then the obtained results are considered as scientific results by the community. This should also apply for open testbeds.

2.3. Towards more trusted testbeds

Reproducibility is the ultimate standard by which scientific claims are evaluated and criticized. In order to increase the confidence, certain stability must be preserved throughout the development procedure (i.e., analysis, simulation and experimentation) of an application or protocol (see Figure 1). Stability is a relevant concept among these steps and we aim at investigating to what extent it can be ensured in open testbeds. Experiments should also be stable over time as well as in terms of topology changes and operation of communication links. For instance, if one experiment running on Friday were to lead to different observations from another run on Monday, then the different conditions that issued this situation should be characterized. Else, obtained results can not be considered as scientific since the mandatory conditions for their reproducibility can not be provided. In case there are variations in testbed experiments, they should be due to the used hardware only, in order to reflect the complexity and heterogeneity of target objects. Hence, researchers should continue with real deployments once they reach stability of their testbed solution.

2.3.1. Stability of topology: the example of link quality

In [18], authors report results of measurements on FIT IoT-LAB where both Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and Link Quality Indicator (LQI) were analyzed to find the best way to discriminate good links from weak ones. Authors aim at efficiently estimating Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) according on the observed RSSI and LQI values. Even though RSSI can indicate some possible anomalous behaviour of sensor nodes, their experiments confirm that RSSI fails to discriminate link categories. Therefore, the proposed solution allows to find PRR for a given level of LQI.

2.3.2. Stability of topology: the example of mobility

Applications such as e-health with wearable sensors (i.e., eldercare and well-being) [19], cargos containers [20], automotive industry or even airport logistics all share similar requirements, including mobile devices. Thus, the upcoming standards should consider the additional constraints due to the nodes movement within the operation of the network. For instance, number
of disconnections from the infrastructure may cause certain disruptions to the functionality of the network, and consequently would degrade the network performance and reliability. As a result, simulation and experimental performance evaluation of the envisioned mobility-aware use cases prior to the real deployments would be required.

The majority of existing and used simulators allow to use and create mobility models. However, testing and executing such scenarios during an experimentation procedure requires to involve and combine advanced and intelligent technologies such as robots. Consequently, very few of the widely popular open platforms do support mobility [21]. Actually, numerous challenges need to be addressed when having mobile robots in a testbed, namely, charging, remote administration and maintenance of the robots. Indeed, robots must be able to reach their docking stations automatically. Conversely, remote users must be able to interact with robots over reliable links (e.g., WiFi). Even though these challenges can be addressed, testbed administrators then face the issue of localizing mobile devices in order to allow for repeatable trajectories. Indoor deployments can not rely on GPS solutions and thus impose distance approximations to be computed based on other available inputs (e.g., received signal strength intensity) or on costly technologies (e.g., 3D camera with range detector sensors for the mapping of the environment).

However, even with perfect localization of all robots, trajectories would be very difficult to replay, especially due to the odometry drift. Some 3D cameras using range detector sensor aim at handling this drift. Still they lack to compute the path where not enough landmarks exist in open-space and large-scale environments.

3. FIT IoT-LAB Facilities

In this section, we introduce FIT IoT-LAB, a large scale and an open access multi-user testbed. FIT IoT-LAB is the evolution and extension of the SensLAB [22] testbed (2010-2013). It offers facilities suitable for testing small wireless sensor devices and heterogeneous communicating objects. FIT IoT-LAB provides full control of network nodes and direct access to the gateways to which nodes are connected, allowing researchers to precisely monitor nodes energy consumption and network-related metrics. Furthermore, FIT IoT-LAB platform comes with all the necessary tools (e.g., RSSI mapping, link stability and quality analyzer) to ensure that the environmental conditions of
the facilities are fulfilled before launching experiments. It therefore provides quick experiments deployment, along with easy results collection, evaluation and consequently analysis. The testbed is composed of 2728 wireless sensor nodes distributed over six different sites in France, Inria Grenoble (928), Inria Lille (640), ICube Strasbourg (400), Inria Rocquencourt (344), Inria Rennes (256) and Mines-Telecom Paris (160). The wireless devices are allocated within different topologies and environments (e.g., isolated or real-world) throughout all sites. Finally, some of the platforms offer mobile robots to evaluate mobility-based solutions.

### 3.1. An IoT-LAB hardware

A global IPv4/IPv6 networking backbone provides full control of nodes and direct access to the gateways to which FIT IoT-LAB nodes are connected, allowing researchers to monitor nodes energy consumption and analyze network-related metrics (e.g., end-to-end delay, reliability). Furthermore, IoT-LAB infrastructure comprises a set of IoT-LAB nodes, where each node consists of three main components, the open wireless sensor node, gateway and control node respectively.

In order to meet with the researchers requirements, for instance accurate energy consumption monitoring or reproducibility, IoT-LAB offers various boards, WSN430, Cortex M3 and A8 node. More specifically, the sensor nodes are equipped with different processor architectures and radio chips (i.e., MSP430 with CC1101 or CC2420, and STM32 and Cortex A8 with AT86RF231 respectively). This makes IoT-LAB compatible both with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [23] and with open Medium Access Control (MAC) [24], [25] protocols, and moreover, suitable for real-world WSN and IoT deployments [26], [27]. Table 1 provides a detailed overview of nodes distribution over six sites in France.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Grenoble</th>
<th>Lille</th>
<th>Rocquencourt</th>
<th>Strasbourg</th>
<th>Rennes</th>
<th>Paris</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSN430 (800MHz)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN430 (2.4GHz)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex M3</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex A8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Host</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>928</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>160</td>
<td><strong>2728</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Testbeds distribution of nodes
Defining complementary and heterogeneous testbeds with different node types, topologies and environments allows for coverage of a wide range of real-life use-cases, and thus, researchers may expect different behaviors from each platform.

### 3.2. Testbed access and policy

The platform can be accessed through the web portal or using provided command-line tools. In addition, the platform offers a hosted environment on SSH front-ends, featuring pre-installed CLI Tools, target architectures cross-compiler toolchains, experiments results, and access to devices serial ports. It is also possible to use a dedicated xubuntu virtual-machine on a Linux/Mac/Windows workstation based on virtual-box. The overall architecture of the IoT-LAB testbed is depicted on Figure 3.

The IoT-LAB nodes can be entirely reprogrammed, depending on the needs of each user. Remote users can flash any firmware they want, using any embedded operating system (e.g., TinyOS, Contiki OS, RIOT). Currently, five popular IoT operating systems are supported (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>WSN430 node</th>
<th>M3 node</th>
<th>A8 node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contiki OS</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeRTOS</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenWSN</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIOT</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: IoT operating systems supported by the FIT IoT-LAB platform.
For instance, in order to implement a new routing protocol, a user needs to choose an operating system first. Depending the chosen system, the new functionality could be implemented as a library or directly inside the main program. The IoT-LAB testbed provides all necessary drivers, libraries and application templates in order to start developing a new protocol for the major operating systems in this research field\(^2\).

Once registered, any remote user can use some nodes for the needs of his experiments. The IoT-LAB testbed tools allow to create and submit an experiment, and then to interact with running nodes. Users first select the nodes they want to use. A map of each site is available, showing both the physical topology and the identifiers of nodes. Once booked, the nodes can be set up with any firmware file. Once deployed, the experiment can start. During the experiment, the SSH front-end enables interaction with the firmware running on the nodes (e.g., reading sensor values, sending radio packets).

Finally, the testbed is open in three different ways:

- political side: IoT-LAB is opened to everyone (e.g., academic, industrial, students). An account can be created by filling up a motivation form through the website\(^3\);
- financial side: IoT-LAB is free to use, no billing being performed;
- technical side: there is no limitation with the code people upload to the nodes. We also allow users to send custom nodes in order to evaluate new hardware.

3.3. ICube’s platform

In this investigation we focus on the site of ICube Strasbourg. ICube’s platform offers two testbeds; the one is structured as a 3D grid with 10 lines and 8 columns, distributed in three layers of 80 nodes each, thus, in total 240 fixed WSN430 nodes, while the other testbed consists of 64 M3 and 14 A8 nodes respectively, distributed in two layer of 39 each. Furthermore, ICube offers 44 mobile nodes, 7 WSN430 and 37 M3 based-boards respectively (see Figure 4).

---

\(^2\)https://www.iot-lab.info/dev-center
\(^3\)https://www.iot-lab.info/testbed/signup.php
Considering various technical constraints such as autonomous navigation with a certain minimal speed, carrying and powering an IoT-LAB node (with size of $32 \times 8 \times 6 \ cm$), automatic docking, at least three hours of battery autonomy and realtime monitoring of the robot, drove the engineers of IoT-LAB to TurtleBot2\(^4\) robots where Robot Operating System (ROS\(^5\)) framework (e.g., navigation stack with the AMCL module) is used. TurtleBot2 is able to replay trajectories with a list of checkpoints. Indeed, the users may choose among the predefined trajectories or design their own circuit to perform their experiments. The robots move with speed of $30 \ cm/sec$ and may communicate both with static nodes and other mobile nodes. Finally, each TurtleBot2 has a dedicated docking station for charging and reserving purposes.

Even though the open testbed is very complete, still in the following section, we will present through a number of experimental campaigns that it misses some important guidelines and features, and to show how to retrieve scientific and meaningful results instead of proofs-of-concept only, by utilizing a not complex set of code.

\(^4\)http://www.turtlebot.com/
\(^5\)http://www.ros.org/
4. Thorough analysis of an IoT testbed

In this section we present our thorough experimental study over the testbed located in ICube Strasbourg. This testbed belongs to the half real-world testbed category. Standing inside a dedicated room (without shielded walls), Strasbourg nodes remain subjected to external interferences with wireless devices using other technologies, such as Wi-Fi (2.4 $GHz$ band) and GSM (868 $MHz$ band). Note that site selection plays a major role in experiments since all sites of the FIT IoT-LAB testbed were made different on purpose.
The primary goal was to propose a variety of physical topologies and hardware. Each site also presents its own radio characteristics, in terms of radio environments and surrounding wireless devices. For instance, we here observe that nodes of Strasbourg form a regular 3D grid in a dedicated room while the ones of Grenoble were spread throughout a real-world environment (i.e., non isolated room hosting various hardware for robotics). Therefore, the observed performances of a given protocol may vary from one site to another (e.g., MAC layer as medium access performances greatly depend on radio environment). Figure 6 illustrates two of the seven deployment sites, i.e., Grenoble and Strasbourg.

The limited geographical scope of those indoor testbeds may prevent some users from experimenting solutions at the scale of much larger environments (e.g., forest, city). Scenarios requiring such dimensions could be evaluated by adjusting communication ranges and distances in order to reach a small-scale model city or forest (e.g., Strasbourg’s site already providing a 360m² room). Adjustment of transmission ranges would allow to reach such goal. Ongoing works in the FIT IoT-LAB platform also focus on noise injection controlled by users. Even though anticipating the impact of this physical phenomenon is far from being trivial, it could be used to degrade the quality of communications and thus force nodes to use more hops to reach a destination. Furthermore, on the software side, some physically neighboring nodes could be eliminated from the logical neighborhood. Such a virtual neighborhood would then consist into nodes with which communication link quality (e.g., RSSI, LQI, PRR) is above a given threshold. Note that the largest site of FIT IoT-LAB, Grenoble, also allows experiments in a 60m × 40m area where the longest distance between two sensors reaches nearly 110 meters. Future works regarding FIT- IoT-LAB also include the possibility for users to launch experiments simultaneously over multiple sites. So far, nodes from two distinct sites can not communicate but such a feature could be envisioned. Two nodes located in two distant facilities (e.g., Lille and Strasbourg, 500km between both) would be allowed to communicate through the classical Internet architecture while the testbed would emulate a radio link on top of it. In other words, emulated communications would be affected as if they had happened under wireless assumptions (e.g., asymmetry, interferences, losses).

In our set of experiments, we chose the 80 nodes of the middle layer to work on our study. All 80 nodes are randomly selected as data sources and implement a time-driven application model by broadcasting in Constant Bit Rate (CBR) mode one packet every 60 seconds. We chose a 10 bytes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Topology parameters</strong></th>
<th><strong>Value</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testbed organization</td>
<td>Regular grid (10 m × 8 m × 3 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployed nodes</td>
<td>80 fixed sensors (1 meter of node spacing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Experiment parameters</strong></th>
<th><strong>Value</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>150 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application model</td>
<td>Time-driven: CBR 1 pkt/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Transmission</td>
<td>Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of events</td>
<td>7900 pkts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload size</td>
<td>10 bytes (+ 6 bytes MAC header)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC model</td>
<td>X-MAC [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
<td>(125, 250, 500) ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum retries</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Hardware parameters</strong></th>
<th><strong>Value</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna model</td>
<td>Omnidirectional CC1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio propagation</td>
<td>868 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation model</td>
<td>GFSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>(−10, −15, −20, −25, −30) dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>880 mAh, 3.7 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental setup.

data size, which corresponds to the general information used by monitoring applications (e.g., node ID, packet sequence, sensed value) [9]. We run a number of experiments by considering different transmission power values (i.e., −10 dBm to −30 dBm) in order to study the impact of the radio model in transmission range and link quality. The experiments lasted for 150 minutes while 7900 transmissions occurred in each round.

In this campaign, we aimed at removing assumptions one at a time. Thus, we performed our evaluation within an idealistic scenario where we kept our application as simple as possible, while no routing protocol is running in the network. As a result, this scenario allowed us to focus on the performance of the open testbed by affecting the results at minimum. Furthermore, at the MAC layer, we employed X-MAC [28] protocol with sampling frequencies at 125 ms, 250 ms and 500 ms. Among all supported operating systems (e.g., TinyOS, OpenWSN), we implemented our project on top of the Contiki OS [29]. The details of the experimental setup are exposed in Table 3.

Hereafter, we detail the results obtained from our experimentations (i.e., neighbourhood density and stability, quality of the radio links, energy consumption, drifts over predefined trajectories).
4.1. Selecting the transmission power

To estimate the density in the network, we count the average number of neighbours per node. To do so, we calculate the successful symmetrical packet transmissions among the nodes for various transmission power values (i.e., from $-10$ dBm to $-30$ dBm). In order to perform a fair analysis, in our campaign, we kept the high-quality symmetrical links (i.e., over than 90% of successful receptions in both ways), with confidence intervals below 10%. In Figure 7a, the average number of neighbours per transmission power is depicted. As expected, the higher the transmission power, the more neighbours a node has, and consequently higher the density in the network. It is worth
to point out that the pairs (−30, −25) dBm, and (−15, −10) dBm present similar results. In order to better comprehend this behaviour, by employing the *Euclidian distance equation*, we studied the correlation between the transmission range and the transmission power. As can be observed from Figure 7b, the transmission range follows similar trend with the neighbourhood density. Moreover, unlike most radio propagation models used in simulation, the transmission power is not linearly reflected in the transmission range. In this context, using a realistic environment helps researchers getting closer to real deployments, in a way that cannot be obtained through simulations.

To better understand the previously obtained results, we studied the correlation between the transmission range and the average number of 1-hop neighbours. We first used a scatter plot (see Figure 7c) that demonstrates a linear correlation between the two distributions. Indeed, we obtained a linear correlation coefficient of 0.98. We then used the *least squares* fitting method, and extracted the following relation: \( f(x) = -10.8 + 7.8x \) with \( x \) being the transmission range and \( f(x) \) the resulting average of 1-hop neighbours (see the blue curve in Figure 7c). Although the increase of transmission power is not directly linearly reflected in the transmission range (but rather by several linear stages), this simple relation seems to remain quite robust despite the experimental noises.

4.2. Characterizing wireless links of a testbed

There are certain situations that neither occur in simulations nor in experimental deployments when employing only few nodes. Among those, the presence of links with bad quality induces packet losses, and therefore, may introduce a bias in the statistical measurements. Hence, in realistic deployments researchers should take into account that most of the communication links are unstable, unreliable or even unidirectional.

4.2.1. Assessing link quality and stability

However, most of routing and MAC protocols require bidirectional links so that two nodes can exchange information (e.g., data, acknowledgements), thus, it is essential to evaluate whether this assumption can be preserved in testbeds. We therefore aimed at providing a comprehensive analysis of the link quality in a testbed.
Several criterions may be considered to represent and evaluate the link quality and stability. We, first measured the PRR of each link, along with their bidirectionality, in the testbed by configuring each node broadcasting in turn 100 data packets and computing the number of subsequent receptions. Thus, we were able to precisely compute the PRR of each link as well as its bidirectionality. In this scenario, we considered a transmission power of $-20 \text{ dBm}$, and evaluated the stability of links over time. In particular, we repeated this experiment three times every 12 hours, once on Wednesday evening and twice on Thursday (morning and evening respectively). Then, we analyzed the links properties in order to study their stability over time.

In Figure 8, the nodes are depicted in a circle for visualization purpose. Ten nodes are a subset of the total 80 nodes. As it can be observed, three connected components (little more than 30% of the links) remain stable over time (links 1-3, 2-8 and 4-9, plain arrows) while variations occur among the remaining links (dotted arrows).

As previously mentioned, in real deployments the link quality and symmetry may significantly vary over time. Figure 9 displays a detailed representation of link quality throughout the whole experimental procedure, in particular the total number of bidirectional links per PRR is presented. The results show that all three experiments follow similar trend. In fact, more than 500 bidirectional links present PRR above 90%. However, this behavior is very hard to reproduce in simulators. Thus, researchers often need to remove this assumption, while preserving identical density over time (in order to perform a meaningful evaluation).

As it is presented in Table 4, ICube platform preserves certain stability in terms of network density, (i.e., approximately 14 neighbours) with PRR
above 90% in all three experiments. Then, the density criterion remains stable while the links are changing. Thus, it allows researchers to remove assumptions one at a time, to better evaluate their protocols. It also shows that the testbed can be used either way. Indeed, it can be used as a scientific tool, producing scientific results that can be reproduced and slightly vary over time, even with a changing topology of identical density. When enlarging the set of considered links for experimentation, users would introduce more and more randomness due to the lower quality of those links, thus reaching real life conditions and meeting some of the requirements for the validation of a proof-of-concept and iterative prototyping.

In our experiments, each node was transmitting sequentially, and thus, no potential collision due to simultaneous transmissions was experienced during the experiments. To further explain the PRR performance in our experimental evaluation, we investigated more powerful nodes (M3), other antennas (2.4GHz) and another operating systems (custom firmware). We kept obtaining unstable performances regarding the PRR metric. Several reasons may explain this instability:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Neighbours</th>
<th>Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday (night)</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday (morning)</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday (night)</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Average number of 1-hop neighbours over time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testbed organization</td>
<td>Regular grid (16 m × 8 m × 3 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployed nodes</td>
<td>31 fixed FIT IoT-LAB M3 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node spacing</td>
<td>Two meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application model</td>
<td>Event-driven: 100 pkts/burst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Transmission</td>
<td>Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of events</td>
<td>93000 pkts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload size</td>
<td>40 bytes (10 bytes header)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC model</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst frequency</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna model</td>
<td>Omnidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio propagation</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.15.4 Channels</td>
<td>11 to 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation model</td>
<td>AT86RF231 O-QPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>+3 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Experimental setup.

1. Channel randomness at each node: all our Figures (i.e., 6a, 6b, 7, 9 and the new 10 with M3 hardware) demonstrate the dynamic behavior of the links among the nodes.

2. No retransmission: it is important to note that the nodes were transmitting in broadcast, which indicates that there are no retransmissions in case the data packet is not received.

3. Potential interferences: we ran experiments on the second layer (i.e., 80 nodes) during several days. Since there is always probability that there are ongoing experiments concurrently, from other researchers.

4. Other surrounding networks: last but not least, since our testbed contains some WiFi access points, poor packet reception rates could also be due to WiFi beaconing and traffic, as observed on Grenoble’s site [30].

Therefore, researchers running experiments should be aware of which topologies they could use for reproducible setups (e.g., stable with good links) and the ones they should keep for proof-of-concepts only (e.g., lossy and unstable links over time).
4.2.2. Reproducing wireless topologies

For this study, we used 31 M3 nodes of the second upper layer of the Strasbourg testbed\(^6\), all of them being sequentially selected as data sources and implementing a burst-driven application model. Each was broadcasting 100 packets in a row with interval of 10 ms, at +3 dBm transmission power. We chose a 40 bytes data size, which corresponds to the general information used by monitoring applications [9]. We performed a thorough analysis of the radio links by iterating experiments over all IEEE 802.15.4 channels from 11 to 25. Each experiment lasted for 60 minutes and was repeated seven times over different time periods (i.e., morning, afternoon, evening and night). The details of this experimental setup are exposed in Table 5.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 depict the obtained results from this experimental campaign. Figure 10 shows the PRR averages of the different 802.15.4 channels that were observed at three distinct days and different periods of time. Overall, observed channels presented stable performances in terms of PRR. Only few channels (e.g., 17, 18) exhibited some important changes on day 3, thus, endangering the reproducibility of a setup using this channel and being tested during these three periods.

For the sake of clarity, Figure 11 exhibits only the links that we considered to be of good quality. We considered good and bidirectional links where the PRR was above 90% on all 802.14.5 channels. Here again, we can observe that even good links vary over time with more or less of them being

\(^6\)We used a custom firmware provided by the FIT IoT-LAB [31]: https://github.com/adjih/openlab/tree/radio-exp/devel/radio_test
Figure 11: Analysis of Good Links (in green), bidirectional PRR is over 90% for all 802.15.4 channels, and Stable Good Links (in red), bidirectional PRR is over 90% for all 802.15.4 channels in all experiments of three days.

Figure 12: Stable Good, Good and Unbalanced links over 7 different experiments in three different days.

available at different time periods. That would mean that naive solutions for reproducibility (i.e., keeping only good links) would fail in such situations.

Finally, Figure 12 summarizes those results by showing the evolution of the distribution of radio link quality over time. We can observe that there are very few stable and good links, thus, much reducing the number of available topologies one could pick up for getting reproducible experiments. Moreover,
even though the quantities of bad, unbalanced, good, and stable good links
do not vary much over time, the links themselves may not be the same from
one period to another (see Figure 11).

Therefore, reproducing results may not be achieved by simply repeating
experiments with identical setups [32]. People running experiments should be
assisted by some dedicated tools to help them characterize the used topologies
and their associated trust level. This latest would allow people to select
the most appropriate nodes and links for testing their own solutions and
comparing the obtained results to the existing ones.

4.3. Selecting the quality radio links

As previously mentioned, many protocols throughout the communication
stack require bidirectional links to operate. While this assumption can be
guaranteed in simulation, it does not stand in experimental conditions. Con-
sequently, researchers often need to keep only a set of stable, high-quality
and bidirectional links to evaluate their solutions.

Most radio chipsets provide indicators that could be used for this purpose,
such as the RSSI, expressed in $\text{dBm}$, and the LQI. The RSSI value is an
estimate of the signal power level in the radio channel while the LQI estimates
how easily a received signal can be demodulated. Therefore, we studied those
metrics in order to characterize radio links. As depicted in Figure 13, the
RSSI can hardly help estimate the PRR of a link, as there is no strict relation
between both parameters (e.g., a RSSI of $-95 \text{ dBm}$ can induce a link with a
PRR spanning from 0% to 80%). A similar conclusion can be drawn for the LQI value. However, the RSSI can help to select a set of high-quality links. Indeed, links with a RSSI above $-83 \, dBm$ all display a PRR greater than 90%. The LQI, however, cannot ensure the same guarantee.

4.4. Evaluating the energy consumption

Simulators provide an estimation of the energy consumption of sensor nodes. Indeed, they often provide a linear model, where all nodes follow a similar and often predictable energy consumption patterns. Moreover, they consider a subset of energy consumption causes only (e.g., transmission, CPU). On the contrary, in reality two identical nodes may follow different consumption patterns, and some minor changes in the protocol configuration may present unexpected impact. In this set of experiments, we demonstrate how the consumed energy can be accurately and efficiently retrieved in open testbed. To this aim, we considered the example of X-MAC protocol with various sampling frequency configurations, 125 $ms$, 250 $ms$ and 500 $ms$ (i.e., X-MAC125, X-MAC250 and X-MAC500 respectively). We configured the nodes to constantly sample the medium while decreasing their sampling frequency every 100 seconds, from 125$ms$ to 500$ms$. Note that no packet transmissions took place in this campaign.

Figure 14a presents an accurate energy consumption for two distinct nodes and average for the whole network.

(a) Real time energy consumption.  (b) Total energy consumption in 3D representation.

Figure 14: The average (left) and total (right) energy consumption in various sampling frequency configurations.
Overall, there is some difference (i.e., close to 0.5 mW) among the nodes, although equipped with identical hardware components. It is worth to point out that energy profiles can be first established. Then, the end user could choose either homogeneous or heterogeneous nodes, depending on the studied scenario.

We also performed a mapping of the energy depletion throughout the network, in order to identify its repartition and disparity among the nodes. To do so, we measured the total energy consumption of each node for the total duration of the experiments. The results of this evaluation are displayed in Figure 14b, which depicts our deployment room (x and y axises) and the energy consumption at each node (z axis). Looking more closely, the nodes present differences in energy consumption (i.e., from 35 W to 50 W), while distinct simulations using the same setup would have nodes with homogeneous behaviour. This anomaly brings us a step closer to real deployments where the researchers may have to deal with plethora of unexpected behaviours. As a result, it can be seen as an advantage for testbeds compared to simulators, as they allow us to get a flavor of real-world deployments.

4.5. Assigning and planning trajectories for mobile robots

Most IoT testbeds present static topologies that allow the evaluation of a large variety of scenarios. FIT IoT-LAB testbed was built as an original tool for an in-depth understanding of the experimental factors that may affect the performance of any WSN. Among the large variety of operated deployments back then, very few were standing out and trying to involve mobile sensor. An increasing number of contemplated scenarios now involve more mobile sensor nodes in multi-hop topologies, while expecting to last months or even years. However, very little is known today about mobility and almost no testbed is available to design and check new solutions against a real environment. In order to allow our research community to benefit from a dedicated tool that enables large scale experimentations on mobile WSN, our prime objective was to set up a large number of mobile nodes. That had to come along advanced mobility patterns in order to attract multiple types of users. Nodes were expected to move either according to pre-defined trajectories or based on pre-computed paths reflecting a random mobility model or also along replayed movement traces.

However such an implementation should allow for repeatability of trajectories (e.g., paths, speed). The preliminary testbed (SensLAB) had four wireless nodes embedded on an electric train. Trajectory was determined by
the static rail circuit while nodes were powered by the rails [33]. Indeed, the static circuit could have been changed but that would have required a physical intervention for each new configuration, which was not realistic in terms of operating costs and manpower.

Eventually, we aimed at a more flexible solution. We started with some landmarks on the floor in order to identify the mobility scenario. That was considered as too limiting, again because of the mandatory ability for any user to change trajectory, which would have forced testbed operators to upgrade landmarks for any new path.

We therefore deployed RFID tags on a grid topology (with a 50 cm step), all over the floor. Mobile nodes were equipped with a RFID reader and any trajectory would have been implemented as a set of RFID identifiers, assuming that mobile nodes had embedded a map of all spread RFID tags of the room. This solution did not provide satisfactory results (e.g., heavy energy consumption, fixed granularity of the trajectories, potential collisions between mobile nodes). Indeed, all trajectories should have been cross-checked in order to ensure that no collision would occur, and if it were, enhanced conflict resolution between antagonist paths should have been studied.

Consequently, we opted for the use of cameras and range detector sensors on each mobile robot. The 3D camera appeared as the best value positioning system for our robots. Technically, it can work autonomously without an external server or anchors. 3D Camera is based on infrared beam projection which can evaluate obstacles range. This range detection is used by the navigation program running on the robot netbook in order to compute the position. It also offers collision avoidance while detecting other robots.

We therefore, in this subsection, investigate the ability of robots to accurately follow the predefined trajectories that are available to the users. More specifically, we aim on showing the drifts that the robots may present due to the potential miscalculation of the navigation system. Hence, for this campaign we utilized two TurtleBot2 robots. This model was chosen for many reasons, ranging from the affordable cost of a robot to its evolution capacities. Our prime objective was to be able to control those mobile nodes with some built-in robotics mechanisms and an operating system we could make cooperate with the systems envisioned on the embedded sensors.

We set the robots to replay over a line (from point A to B and vice versa) and square (A, B, C and D coordinates) trajectories for 90 minutes to obtain a large set of data related to the coordinates of the robots (ten samples per second). To calculate the robot’s drift, we first determine the equation 27.
of the line $\varepsilon$ (i.e., $\overrightarrow{AB}$) (1), considering the given coordinates, $A_1(x_1, y_1)$ and $B_2(x_2, y_2)$ for instance. We then, calculate the distance $d(M_0, \varepsilon)$ (2), between position $M_0(x_0, y_0)$, position of the robot, and the line $\varepsilon$.

$$\varepsilon = Ax + By + \Gamma \tag{1}$$

$$d(M_0, \varepsilon) = \frac{|Ax_0 + By_0 + \Gamma|}{\sqrt{A^2 + B^2}} \tag{2}$$

In Figures 15a and 15b the drifts of the mobile robots with respect to the predefined circuits (i.e., line and square) are illustrated. As can be observed, the robots replay the line trajectory with a drift of 0.57 m while the square circuit with 0.46 m in average. The detailed results are presented in Table 6.

Such drifts should not be neglected regarding the transmission ranges that we have. Not only do they endanger repeatability of trajectories of mobile nodes, they may also change the overall connectivity between wireless sensors. Indeed, as already discussed, our transmission radio range from 2 to 5 meters approximately (see Figure 7b). Therefore, a 0.5 m drift represents a difference ranging from 10 to 25%, thus potentially changing the communication topology. More specifically, the accuracy of the evaluation of some mechanisms aimed at mobility management would be impacted by such drifts (e.g., handover procedures [34]).

This drift anomaly could be explained at two levels, the software and
Table 6: Trajectory drift measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drift</th>
<th>AVG 5 PCTL</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>95 PCTL</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line (m)</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>1.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square (m)</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>1.406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hardware respectively. On the one hand, the AMCL module, the navigation stack of the ROS framework, computes the robots path in order to smooth the trajectories, as a result, the recorded traces are not in line with the predefined checkpoints-based trajectories. We are currently adjusting both the navigation stack and the smoothing algorithm in order to leverage this effect. On the other, as can be observed, the mobile robot presents a slight drift among its loops over the very same circuit. This hardware-related drift is introduced due to the sensors odometry that employed by the navigation system of TurtleBot2. However, the 3D camera (with the range detector sensor) that should handle the odometry drift, lacks in open-space and large-scale environments where not enough landmarks exist to compute the path. In fact, the maximum distance that the 3D camera may reach is 8 meters, thus, we observed that in certain positions the robot is too far from the wall (i.e., the landmark). Note that the dimensions of Strasbourg site is 10 to 12 m. We, thus, assume that the robots may present a better behaviour in corridor-based scenarios e.g., Grenoble site.

As a result, the miscomputation of the AMCL navigation in conjunction with the sensors odometry navigation may explain the drifts of the mobile robots in our experiments. This phenomenon appears to be to the detriment of mobile robots that carry wireless sensor nodes, thus, raising the question of cost versus accuracy versus quantity of robots in our community.

Currently, we implement and deploy only one mobility model for the robots based on predefined path with checkpoints. Our future developments will allow users to draw their own predefined paths.

Overall, we aimed at showing that various hardware and environment parameters can be controlled and kept stable over multiple instances of a same experimentation setup (e.g., node radio coverage, trajectories of mobile robots). Open testbeds therefore allow researchers to face real-world conditions while guaranteeing the scientific nature of their observations and results. On the contrary, the simulators by employing mobility plug-ins, such
Table 7: Simulations and experiments: complementary approaches for validation of WSN and IoT solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Experimentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio links</td>
<td>• high-level reproducibility</td>
<td>• low-level reproducibility overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• theoretical models</td>
<td>(high-level for high-quality links only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• real-world radio environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network topology</td>
<td>• high-level reproducibility</td>
<td>• low-level reproducibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(most of links being of mid or low quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node mobility</td>
<td>• high-level reproducibility</td>
<td>• mid-level reproducibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(drifts being induced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>• mid-level accuracy</td>
<td>• high-level accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as BonnMotion\(^7\), allow the mobile nodes to follow and reproduce accurately the predefined trajectories without imposing drifts in their traces.

5. Further Discussions

Performance analysis of newly designed algorithms and protocols is extremely desirable for efficient IoT and WSNs deployments. Simulation and experimental evaluation methods are essential steps for the development process of protocols and applications. Nowadays, the new solutions can be tested at a very large scale over both simulators and testbeds. On the one hand, simulators and emulators allow researchers to isolate or simplify some assumptions (e.g., radio propagation) by tuning configurable parameters to serve proof-of-concept requirements. Therefore, simulation is more suitable for evaluating and comparing the solution with its competitors from the state-of-the-art. On the other, a testbed is a platform for experimentation which allows for rigorous and transparent evaluation of new protocols, and reflects some potential anomalies that their proposal may show later. Testbeds and simulators are two crucial and complementary design and validation tools for achieving a successful real-world deployment (see Table 7).

Theoretically, development process should start from the theoretical analysis by providing bounds and indication of its performance to be validated and verified by simulations and finally confirmed in open testbeds.

Our objective was to discuss to what extent results obtained from experiments could be considered as scientific, i.e., reproducible by the community. In this article, we did not focus on simulators against testbeds. Our prime goal was to translate good simulation practices into experimentation guidelines. Indeed, similar results should be obtained by anyone having access to simulators.

\(^7\)http://sys.cs.uos.de/bonnmotion/
to the same simulator, with the same proposed solution and the same complete simulation setup. Enhanced characterization of testbeds made available to the community should pave the way towards more scientific results from these facilities. Undoubtedly, simulators will also move forward and integrate better models and tools to allow for always improved realism (e.g., appearance/disappearance of wireless links). They should also remain the logically preferred tool for mobility investigations as they are able to integrate different kinds of settings (e.g., hardware variations, antenna variations, speed of mobile robots), which remain static and less prone to evolve in real testbeds.

Hence, once the entire performance evaluation procedure is successfully done and the results present coherence, then researchers could push their solutions to engineers in order to proceed with real-world deployments. As a result, the researchers lower the entry cost and extra management burden to real-world experimentation, which often considered as a complex, time-consuming and heavyweight activity, to accelerate proof-of-concept evaluation and competitiveness.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

In this paper, we observed the constantly growing importance of experimentations in our research domain. Our objective was to identify what value such platforms could add to WSN and IoT protocol evaluation, and how they could be efficiently and successfully coupled with simulations.

We investigated the node radio coverage based on the transmission power, as a result, allowing users to select the most suitable transmission power for their experiments. Moreover, we exposed how both real time and total energy consumption can be accurately monitored, and to what extent the link quality and stability assumptions can be removed or not, at the researchers choice. Furthermore, we presented the accuracy of the robots to replay the predefined trajectories. Hence, the evaluation campaign of WSN protocols can go one step further towards real-world deployment by removing the previously mentioned assumptions, at little time cost and with limited complexity.

Finally, we studied whether the studied experimental setup is repeatable and, moreover, whether the obtained performance evaluation results are reproducible by the community. Indeed, such open facilities allow researchers to run multiple instances of a same experimental setup over stable and finely controlled components of hardware and real-world environment.

Our ongoing and future work consists of further exploring the role of testbeds in the development procedure of protocols and applications. We
would like to investigate the impact of the transmission power in the construction of the network topology. Especially, we would like to allow testbed users to accurately anticipate the physical network topology, upon sole knowledge of transmission power assigned to each node. Furthermore, we plan to further study and optimize the localization, orientation and navigation stack of ROS, and to introduce landmarks inside the open testbed in order to evaluate the accuracy of the mobile robots.
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